How Brave Is The Wren is a travelling book shop, stocking beautifully crafted and illustrated stories, picture books and chapter books created by authors, illustrators, artists and designers. Books that appeal to the young and the young at heart.

On 4th March I will be bringing a selection of our books to Hall Green Junior school, the shop will be set up inside school throughout the school day and after school for parents to come and visit. Here are a sample of the books that will be on offer:

Lori & Max
Catherine O’Flynn

Lori is an aspiring detective, the only problem is that there don’t seem to be any exciting mysteries to solve other than the disappearance of her gran’s specs down the side of the sofa, that is until a new girl Max starts at Lori’s school and things get a whole lot more mysterious.

A story about friendship and not quite fitting in, oh and being a detective of course!

Paperback £6.99

The Explorer
Katherine Rundell

Fred has always dreamed of becoming an explorer, of making history and of reading his name amongst the list of great adventurers. As he sits in a plane flying over the Amazon jungle he dreams of being down there, exploring. Only then his wish comes true, as the plane crashes and he and three other children are plunged straight into a very real, and dangerous adventure...

An exciting tale of survival, human nature and friendship.

Paperback £7.99
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The Elephant In The Room

Who ever has smashed Father Giant’s china elephant is in BIG trouble, it definitely wasn’t Olive or her brother Grub, could it be the Naughty Newt or Sophie Sofa? we’ll have to wait and see.

Gloriously illustrated with bright bold colours and equally illuminating rhyming tale.

Paperback £7.99

Welcome To My Crazy Life
Joshua Seigal

A poetry book full of demon cats, coffee monsters and important advice on why you should NEVER forget your trousers, welcome to the crazy world of Joshua Seigal.

For fans of funny, thoughtful and quite often just very silly poetry..we love it!!

Paperback £5.99

Hilda and The Great Parade
Luke Pearson & Stephen Davies

Hilda is an explorer, adventurer, avid sketchbook-keeper, she’s settling into her new home in Trolberg but pines for her magical and wonderfilled wilderness. But when Hilda makes a new friend she soon begins to uncover some surprising secrets about Trolberg, perhaps its not so boring after all!

Hilda is the heroine of a series of graphic novels created by Luke Pearson, recently made into an animated series the original graphic novels have been interprated into chapter books by Stephen Davies, allowing even more reading time to delve into Hilda’s wierd and wonderful world.

Hardback £9.99

This is a small taster of the books available, the books are lovingly selected by me, then tried and tested out on Mabel (9) and Molly (6), any book we haven’t read comes from a trusted recommendation, hope to see you on 4th March!! Best wishes Jenny